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We're back in the groove already and have a really exciting year

ahead of us!

 

Our Community Projects are growing in all directions and we have so

many new ideas up our sleeves, we can't wait to get them rolling.

 

To get the year started we have some great updates on some of our

projects, as well as some exciting partnerships we are proud to share

with you.

 

We are always posting on Facebook so check us out for even more

great OVT News!

 

www.facebook.com/orchardvaletrust
 

 

Starting as we mean to go on

Start with a bang!



We have set the year off with the brand new Your IT

Now project!

 

We are working with Alex, who is a real whiz when it

comes to iPads, to deliver IT workshops to adults

with learning disabilities throughout Somerset.

 

We are focusing on staying safe when accessing the

internet.

 

We believe that by empowering vulnerable people,

with information and the right support, we can

reduce the risks and vulnerabilities adults with

learning disabilities are faced with when accessing

the internet.

 

Thanks to the Discovery Community Fund, Orchard

Vale Trust and Your IT Now have come together in

force to bring life to everything digital.

 

The first 12 week course is being delivered in Yeovil,

where the group are full of energy and love learning

new things!

 

The first session was all about getting to know your

iPad. This included getting to grips with the buttons

and the sensitivity of the touch screen, as well as

learning what an app is and how to find what you

are searching for. 

 

It was when everyone got a chance to play around

with the camera, that the room lit up! We have

some pretty brilliant pictures that captured the

energy!

 

This was a good opportunity to talk about

protecting identity and making sure your picture

doesn't end up in the wrong hands!

 

The sessions last 4 hours, 2 of which are structured,

giving a good understanding of how to stay safe

online and what techniques to use, whilst the

remaining 2 hours allow for people of all abilities to

get involved, as it is less structured and more about

interactive learning.

 

We will be bringing the sessions to Galstonbury in

February and are planning to introduce it to Frome

too!

 

As part of our partnership with Discovery we are

writing a blog to capture the weekly excitement,

development and joy these sessions bring.

 

Read it here: https://discovery-uk.org/your-it-now-a-

blog-by-lisa-schimetat-alex-roland/

 

Your IT Now
Tech-heads 



Orchard Café has come really far over the past year!

 

The Somerset CCG are our wonderful hosts and have given us

the amazing opportunity to open up as a Training Café for

adults with learning disabilities to learn and develop skills in

catering, cookery and customer services.

 

This gives people the opportunity to develop their skills in a safe

and calm environment, where they can really boost their

confidence and self-esteem.

 

It’s thanks to Chez, our incredible Café Manager, that it’s all

coming on leaps and bounds. Her salad bar idea is a hit and her

energy in the Café is unrivalled, not to mention the part she

plays in supporting and guiding our café trainers to becoming

pros!

 

As part of this years’ plans for the Orchard Café we are offering

café trainers the opportunity to complete an ASDAN

qualification around cookery and catering.

 

The ASDAN modules are assessed by Sarah, who has immense

knowledge and experience around education and

qualifications. It is her skills and expertise that make this so

successful, not to mention the difference it has made to some

of our Café trainers already. 

 

Sally and Kirsty are currently completing the ASDAN quals,

which have played a massive part already in boosting their

confidence. 

 

By completing modules, they are realising how much they

know and what skills they have developed through training in

the café every week. 

 

Kirsty’s goal for a long time has been to gain a qualification. She

is really excited to have something to show for all the hard work

she puts in.

 

Sally’s dream has always been to have a job and a valued role in

a work setting. Thanks to the skills she has developed and the

boost to her confidence she now works at another café, as well

as continuing her training with us.

 

We are incredibly proud of both Sally and Kirsty for

following their dreams!

 

For more information, or to become a Cafe Trainee call us on

01749 671 706
 

 

The Orchard Cafe
Coming on leaps and bounds



We are a very talented bunch here at Orchard

Vale Trust!

 

We are learning Makaton and are loving it.

 

As part of this we have been very lucky to meet

with the Singing Hands legends Tracy and

Susanna.

 

They have really inspired us to start learning our

favourite songs through singing and signing.

 

So far we have learnt A Million Dreams from the

Greatest Showman and have performed in front

of many audiences.

 

We can't wait to learn more!

 

 

 

Orchard Vale Trust is a charitable company limited by guarantee registered in England, 

Company number: 1946592, Charity number: 326940.

 

Our Voice
Singing Hands

Stile Gardening
The Team is growing!

With the start of a new year we are welcoming new

gardeners to join Stile Gardening! 

 

Starting this early in the year means we have lots of time

to get people trained up and feeling confident with all

sorts of tools and gardening processes.

 

A 12 week training programme follows a specialised

gardening  checklist. This means we don't miss anything

and that gardeners are given the best chance to succeed!

 

Stile Gardening offers paid employment opportunities to

adults with learning disabilities and as part of this we

offer personalised training and support. 

 

If you're interested in becoming a professional gardener

and joining our team - get in touch on 01749 671 706
 

 

 


